English Passengers

The Reverend Geoffrey Wilson sets out
from England, in the summer of 1857, with
an expedition to find the Garden of Eden,
which he is convinced lies on the island of
Tasmania. Unknown to him, others in the
party have very different agendas, notably
the surgeon, Dr Potter, who is developing a
revolutionary and sinister thesis of his own
on the races of man. To complicate matters
further, the ship Wilson has hurriedly
chartered, crewed by Captain Kewley and
his secretive Manxmen, is in fact an
ill-starred smuggling vessel, its hidden
compartments filled with contraband
brandy and tobacco. As the vessel journeys
haplessly southwards, in Tasmania itself an
Aboriginal named Peevay recounts his
peoples struggle against the invading
British, who prove as lethal in their good
intentions as in their cruelty. This is no
Eden but a world of hunting parties and
colonial ethnic cleansing. As the English
passengers near Peevays land, their bizarre
notions ever more painfully at odds with
reality, it grows clear that a mighty
collision is approaching.

English Passengers has just come out in paperback, at last giving us a chance to redeem ourselves. Its the story of two
journeys. The first is English Passengers takes place mostly in 19th-century Tasmania, scene of the most complete and
perhaps least known of colonial ENGLISH PASSENGERS embodies a refreshing approach to historical fiction and an
exquisite challenge to both readers and writers. English Passengers by Matthew Kneale. A big, ambitious novel with a
rich historical sweep and a host of narrative voices. ItEnglish Passengers. Determined to prove the literal truth of the
Bible against atheist geologists, the Reverend Geoffrey Wilson sets out from England, in theBuy English Passengers by
Matthew Kneale (ISBN: 9780385259743) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible
orders. Meanwhile in Tasmania, an Aborigine man recounts his peoples struggles against the invading British. The
English Passengers are on theirEXCERPT. English Passengers By MATTHEW KNEALE Nan A. Talese. Read the
Review. Say a man catches a bullet through his skull in somebodys war,Buy English Passengers 1st Edition by Matthew
Kneale (ISBN: 9780241140680) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible1 quote
from English Passengers: My opponents first argument was that the rocks of the earth--which are generally agreed to
have once been in a hot andEnglish Passengers [Matthew Kneale, Simon Callow] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. This novel tells two parallel stories: one of threeEnglish Passengers presents the diverse and often conflicting
perspectives of a remarkable cast of characters -- including British convicts, government officials, Steven Poole is
bowled over by the panache of a Matthew Kneales novel, English Passengers, with its 21 narrators.English Passengers
has 5327 ratings and 475 reviews. Helle said: An immensely satisfying read and a literary adventure! Thats what this
book was. It be
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